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What is CULTURE for us?
We were making some posters about ”What is culture for us?”. On special lessons we were
talking about culture. We think that the most important things in
culture are:
 National / Regional symbols
 Religion and church holidays
 Language
 Literature
 National holidays
 Traditional clothes
 Traditional food
 Art
 Music
 Famous Polish people
 Monuments

National Symbols
Poland is our homeland. Is one of the largest countries in
Central Europe. In 2004 Poland joined European Union.
Poland's population, concentrated mainly in urban areas, is
over 38.5 million people. It is the 69th largest country in the
world and 9th in Europe. Warsaw is the capital of Poland. It is
located on the Vistula River.
The flag of Poland consists of two
horizontal stripes of equal width, the
upper one white and the lower one red.
The two colors are defined in the Polish
constitution as the national colors.
The Coat of arms of Poland consists a white eagle on a red field. Its current
appearance consists of single-headed, crowned eagle, turned towards right
with golden claws and beak, upon the red shield.
We have our own anthem „Mazurek Dąbrowskiego” (since 26 February
1927). ), written by Józef Wybicki in 1797. Originally called the "Anthem of
the Polish Legions in Italy".

Our small homeland
Our small homeland Sosnowiec is important for us. Sosnowiec is one of the cities of the 2.7
million person conurbation and it is situated in southern Poland. Sosnowiec was further
transformed from an industrial center with mainly mining and heavy industries into
It symbolizes two rivers
a hub of trade and services. Nevertheless, it still operates several important
Przemsza and Brynica
coal mines, steel factories and other heavy industrial plants.
The flag of Sosnowiec
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We learnt about our city Sosnowiec. We got to know history of the city,
famous people and places.

City Hall and the city center.
The monument of Jan Kiepura.
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The castle in Sielecki Park.

The Day of Polish language
We speak Polish language, which belongs to group of West Slavic languages. We have our own
alphabet, which corresponds to the Latin alphabet with several additions.: ą, ę, ś, ć, ż, ź, ł, ń, ó.
Our school has organized The Day of Polish Language. In that way we want to encourage
students to care about culture of language and language correctness. We organized to our
students different types of competitions to check such skills as: grammatical correctness, the
rules of Polish orthography, poetry recitation, etc.

Polish legends
During the lesson of mother tongue we read popular legends and we prepared short
performances.
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Janusz Korczak
This year in Poland is The year of Janusz Korczak .
Janusz Korczak was a pseudonym for Dr. Henryk Goldzmit, who was a
teacher, a social worker and a pediatrician. He was one of the first
preachers of the idea that „the child is an autonomous person, who has
his own dignity, interests, needs and rights”. There would be no
Convention on the Rights of the Child if it was not for his ideas and
activities. Korczak spoke of the need for a Declaration of Children's Rights long before the one
was adopted by the League of Nations in I924.
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We prepared performance based on his famous book "King
Matt the First”. In this book children rule the world and they
can speak for themselves. King Matt story teaches us
responsibility, independence, tolerance and partnership.

Traditional Polish music
At school we were learning about famous Polish composers and we were singing traditional
Polish songs.
The famous Polish composers:

Traditional Polish dances
We learn how to dance the traditional Polish dance called POLONEZ. We made posters which
illustrates traditional Polish customs.
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Traditional dishes
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Pork chop with potatoes
and pickled cucumber

Chicken stock

Hoof-shaped dumplings

Tomato soup

Polish hunter’s stew

Sheep’s milk cheese Oscypek

Tripe

Cucumber soup

Polish Stuffed Cabbage Recipe – Gołąbki
Prep Time: 30 minutes
Cook Time: 1 hour
Total Time: 1 hour, 30 minutes
Ingredients:
 1 whole head cabbage, about 4 pounds
 1 large onion, chopped
 2 tablespoons butter
 1 pound ground beef
 1/2 pound ground pork
 1 1/2 cups cooked rice
Preparation:
1. Heat oven to 350 degrees.
2. Remove core from cabbage. Place whole head in a large pot filled with boiling, salted water. Cover and
cook 3 minutes, or until softened enough to pull off individual leaves. You will need about 18 leaves.
3. When leaves are cool enough to handle, use a paring knife to cut away the thick center stem from each
leaf, without cutting all the way through.
4. Chop the remaining cabbage and place it in the bottom of a casserole dish or Dutch oven.
5. Saute the chopped onion in butter in a large frying pan until tender, and let it cool.
6. Mix cooled onions with beef, pork, rice, garlic, salt and black pepper until well combined. Don't overmix or
the meat will become tough.
7. Place about 1/2 cup of meat on each cabbage leaf. Roll away from you to encase the meat. Flip the right
side of the leaf to the middle, then flip the left side. You will have something that looks like an envelope.
Once again, roll away from you to create a neat little roll.
8. Place the cabbage rolls on top of the chopped cabbage in the casserole dish or Dutch oven, seasoning each
layer with salt and pepper. Pour beef stock over rolls, cover and place in oven. Bake for 1 hour or until
cabbage is tender and meat is cooked.
9. Serve with pan juices and a drizzle of sour cream, or mix the pan juices with sour cream and ladle it over
the cabbage rolls.
10. Cabbage rolls freeze well before or after cooking, and can be made in a slow cooker (see your
manufacturer's instructions).
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Tradicional Easter Food

White borscht

Easter cakes

Shortcrust tart baked
at Easter
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We have traditional dishes for Christmas Eve. The meal consists of 12 dishes: Barszcz (beetroot
soup), Uszka (mushroom ravioli), Pierogi (Pasta dumplings filled with either cheese and potato or
cabbage and mushroom) and fish dishes (normally carp and herrings) and bigos.

Borsch with ravioli

Mushroom soup

Polish dumplings with
Sauerkraut and mushrooms

Poppy-seed cake

Carp

Small squares noodle
With poppy and dried
fruit

Polish Gingerbread Cookies Recipe – Pierniczki
Prep Time: 20 minutes
Cook Time: 10 minutes
Total Time: 30 minutes
Ingredients:
2 large eggs, 1 cup sugar, 1 teaspoon cinnamon, 1 teaspoon ginger, 1/2 teaspoon cloves, 1 teaspoon baking
soda dissolved in 3 tablespoons water, 1 cup honey, 3 cups all-purpose flour, Chocolate Glaze (optional): 4
ounces chopped semisweet chocolate, 4 ounces butter, 1 tablespoon water
Preparation:
1. In a large bowl, beat eggs with sugar until light and lemon-colored. Add the spices, baking soda-water
mixture and honey. Mix well. Add flour gradually and mix until a stiff dough forms. Shape into a ball, wrap in
plastic and let it rest for 30 minutes.
2. Heat oven to 400 degrees. On parchment paper cut to fit your baking pans, roll the dough to a 1/4-inch
thickness. Cut into whatever shape you desire. Lift the parchment paper by opposite corners and place on
the baking pans. See these steps for rolling and cutting gingerbread.
3. Bake for 10 minutes or until lightly brown around the edges. Let cool completely before storing in an airtight
container. It's best to ice or glaze these cookies right before serving.
4. To make the glaze, combine all the ingredients in a microwaveable bowl and nuke for 20 seconds at a time
until almost completely melted. Stir until smooth. Use immediately.
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Polish superstitions
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Thirteen Friday it's unlucky.
Four-leaf clover bring you luck.
Shoe a horse give you luck.
Chimney sweep bring you luck if you touch a
button.
Keeping your fingers crossed brings. support
or good luck.
We should make a wish, when we see a falling
star.
Elephant brings GOOD luck 'with brought up'
WHEN HIS trumpet IS POINTING.
Crossing under a ladder brings seven years of unhappiness.
It brings bad luck if black cat cross the street.
It brings bad luck if you broke a mirror.
Girl is going to be spinster if she is sitting near table bugle.
If you find four-leaf clover or horseshoe you are going to be happy.
Storks deliver babies.

National holidays
According to a survey carried out among Polish people the
most important national holidays are:
Constitution of May 3 – The Constitution of May 3, 1791 is
generally regarded as Europe's first and the world's second
modern codified national constitution
Polish Independence Day – celebrated on November the
11th, marks the restoration of Poland's independence in
1918.
During those holidays we participate in marches, parades,
concerts and others cultural events. At school we organized
the following celebrations.
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Religion
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Religion plays an important role in the Polish society and is deeply intertwined with Polish
culture.
Most residents of Poland adhere to the Christian faith, which belongs to the Roman Catholic
Church.
The rest of the population consists mainly of Eastern Orthodox, Evangelical Church of the
Augsburg Confession and Jehovah's Witnesses.
According to Poland's Constitution freedom of religion is ensured to everyone. The national
and ethnic minorities have the right to:
- establish educational and cultural institutions and institutions
designed to protect religious identity,
- participate in the resolution of matters connected with their
cultural identity.
We prepared calendar of important for
Polish people church holidays and we carried
out a survey. According to the survey the
most important church holidays are:
1.

Christmas 25th December

2.

Easter April or March

3.

Corpus Christi June

4.

All Saints' Day 1st November

Christmas
For Poles, Christmas Eve is a time of family reunions. A
special Christmas Eve meal called Wigilia is eaten after the
first star has been seen in the sky. So children look at the
night sky to spot the first star!
Polish tradition is breaking and sharing of a thin white
wafer with all family members. While sharing the wafer, we
usually wish good health and prosperity for
the coming year. People in Poland also like
kissing under the mistletoe!

Easter traditions
Before Easter we organised competition for
the most beautiful palm and painted egg.
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Before Easter we have organised charity sale to collect money
for poor children. In this year we helped children from Africa.
The money is needed to fulfill their dream about building new
school.
In the last day of school before
Easter we organized performance
and we talked about Easter
traditions during the lessons.
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Easter Saturday in the morning
we go to church with small willow
basket filled with eggs, bread,
sausage, horseradish, salt and pepper.
Ester Sunday - the central day of
Easter , the Christian celebrate the
Resurrection of Jesus. On this day
many families gather together at
breakfast.
Easter Monday is also a holiday in
Poland. Smigus Dyngus is an
unusual tradition of Easter
Monday.According to the tradition on that day boys pour water
on girls. The more a girl is sprayed with water, the higher are
her chances to get married.

Polish church
We drew pictures for you to see the typical Polish churches
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The day of tolerance
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At school we organised the day of tolerance. We had discussion and
we prepared portraits of the tolerant people.

We carried out a survey. „Are you a tolerant? And we prepared role plays

The partners in the Comenius project visited Sardinia - Riola Sardo
The goal of the meeting was to get to know the system of
education, culture, tradition and customs and everyday life of our
Italian partners. The students and the teachers participated in the
lessons ( In this region of Sardinia it is a typical day of work).
Students with their colleagues had Maths, Music, Art and
laboratories. Teachers had the
opportunity to see the lessons
and got to know the Italian
system of education.
The
students and teachers took part in the organised
laboratories. They made rosettes – the ornaments for horses
used during the approaching carnival. They listened to
traditional Sardinian music and learned the traditional
dances.
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We visited a very interesting places: the ruins of the city Tharros,
Barumini where there are the ancient ruins of Nuragic. We had the
opportunity to know the history of those places. Miniature Park
where the Island Sardinia was presented miniature and the most
interesting monuments were showed. Gavoi where we got to
know the traditions connected with the festival of the Carnival.

The partners in the Comenius project visited Turkey
Host country presented their hometown ‘’ BOLU ‘’,their school
activities and another presentation about ‘’ What does culture mean
for us ? ‘’. Showing us Art
Exhibition with lots of creative
thinking materials made by
students.
The
students
participated in Art class , painting
the glass, which includes the
partner countries’ flags and their
special and famous things.
We watched the students’ folk
dances of host country with traditional costumes. We had school
rounded tour and have a look three different Comenius Project
Panels. We visited the University , watching a slide in the culture
centre of university, visiting the museum about Izzet Baysal who
founded the University. And the oldest mosque in city centre, having
chance to see the different religion place of worship. The city
museum, getting to know the history and lifestyle of ancient people
in Bolu. Mudurnu Old Traditional Ottoman Houses which are under
protection.
And Abant Lake where we were
playing children games which
are the most popular in the
partner countries, each country
taught its game to the others.
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